Geometry-induced features of current transfer in neuronal dendrites with tonically activated conductances.
The impact of dendritic geometry on somatopetal transfer of the current generated by steady uniform activation of excitatory synaptic conductance distributed over passive, or active (Hodgkin-Huxley type), dendrites was studied in simulated neurons. Such tonic activation was delivered to the uniform dendrite and to the dendrites with symmetric or asymmetric branching with various ratios of branch diameters. Transfer effectiveness of the dendrites with distributed sources was estimated by the core current increment directly related to the total membrane current per unit path length. The effectiveness decreased with increasing path distance from the soma along uniform branches. The primary reason for this was the asymmetry of somatopetal vs somatofugal input core conductance met by synaptic current due to a greater leak conductance at the proximal end of the dendrite. Under these conditions, an increasing somatopetal core current and a corresponding drop of the depolarization membrane potential occurred. The voltage-dependent extrasynaptic conductances, if present, followed this depolarization. Consequently, the driving potential and membrane current densities decreased with increasing path distance from the soma. All path profiles were perturbed at bifurcations, being identical in symmetrical branches and diverging in asymmetrical ones. These perturbations were caused by voltage gradient breaks (abrupt change in the profile slope) occurring at the branching node due to coincident inhomogeneity of the dendritic core cross-section area and its conductance. The gradient was greater on the side of the smaller effective cross-section. Correspondingly, the path profiles of the somatopetal current transfer effectiveness were broken and/or diverged. The dendrites, their paths, and sites which were more effective in the current transfer from distributed sources were also more effective in the transfer from single-site inputs. The effectiveness of the active dendrite depended on the activation-inactivation kinetics of its voltage-gated conductances. In particular, dendrites with the same geometry were less effective with the Hodgkin-Huxley membrane than with the passive membrane, because of the effect of the noninactivating K(+)-conductance associated with the hyperpolarization equilibrium potential. Such electrogeometrical coupling may form a basis for path-dependent input-output conversion in the dendritic neurons, as the output discharge rate is defined by the net current delivered to the soma.